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ABSTRACT 
By analysing the effects of rounding errors from all sources, it is shown that the coefficients of 
the polynomial interpolating at the points cos j~r/n, (j = O, 1, ..., n), can be determined by a stable 
process, and an algorithm is derived which combines efficiency and stability. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
One of the most practicable methods of obtaining a
polynomial approximation f a specified accuracy to 
a real-valued function over some finite interval, which 
can be taken as [-1, 1] without loss of generality, is 
to interpolate the function at the zeros of the Chebys- 
hey polynomial Tn(x ) or at the extremal points 
cos (jlr/n), (j : 0,1 . . . . .  n), repeatedly doubling nuntil it 
appears that the required accuracy has been achieved. 
This technique is applicabh, for example, to the provi- 
sion of library routines for special functions (Schon- 
felder [13]), and analyses such as those of Clenshaw 
[2], Powe11 [10], Shampine [14], and Lam and E1liott 
[6] have demonstrated that the accuracy of the result- 
ing approximation should not be much less than that 
of the corresponding minimax polynomial. 
In a comparison of various real and complex interpola- 
tion schemes, however, Singhal and VLach [15] 
claimed that the above method, using the zeros of 
Tn(x), is such an unstabh process that it cannot be 
used practically for degrees over 20. The principal 
argument cited in support of this c~ndusion was 
essentiaUy that a large number of arithmetic opera- 
tions is in general synonymous with large round-off 
errors, but no detailed error analysis was given of the 
particular case of determining a Chebyshev series 
approximation. Furthermore, there is reason to believe 
that the algorithm studied by the authors and used 
to produce the numerical examples was not the most 
efficient or stable of those available, particularly as 
the polynomial was apparently determined and 
evaluated in the fqrm of a power series rather than a 
Chebyshev series. 
Although the evidence which supported Singhal and 
Vlach's disturbing assertion may perhaps therefore be 
regarded as inconclusive, the important question 
remains as to whether their conclusion isnevertheless 
valid. 
We shall attempt here to answer this question by 
investigating the propagation of all potential rounding 
errors, and in so doing we shall deduce how best to 
implement the algorithm so as to maximise its stability. 
2. BASIC METHOD 
It is wen-known (Cooper [4]) that Chebyshev series 
approximations to a real-valued function f(x) over 
-1 < x < 1 can be based on interpolating f(x) at either the 
zeros cos (j + 1/2) ¢t/n, (j = 0, 1 . . . . .  n-l), or the extremal 
points cos (jTr/n), (j = 0, 1, ..., n), of Tn(x ). The result- 
ing polynomial approximations may be represented as
n n 
iZ__o'=n, iTi(x) and an'iTi(xl (1) 
respectively, where one (or two) primes on a summa- 
tion indicate that the first (and last) term should be 
halved, and the coefficients are 
~0 n-1 
an, i (i= O, 1 ..... n- l )  
(i= n) (2a) 
n 
= 2 l~ " f(cosjzr/n) cos ijlt/n (i=0, 1 ..... n). 
an, i n j=0 (2b) 
In practice it is customary to successively double n 
until some error estimate (often based on the magnitude 
of the two or three coefficients of highest degree, but 
this is irrelevant to our discussion) is acceptably small. 
If n is doubled, two properties of the above points and 
coefficients are particularly beneficial. Firstly, the new 
set of extremal points cos (jlr/2n), (j= 0, 1, ..., 2n), is 
composed simply of the zeros cos (j + 1/2)zr/n 
2- cos (2j + 17 n/2n, (j = 0,1 ..... n- l) ,  and the extrema 
cos (jlr/n)=cos (2jlr/2n), (j= 0, 1 ..... n), while secondly 
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I i(an, i + an, i) (i= 0, 1 . . . . .  n- l )  
j l a  (i = n) (3) a2n, i= 2 n,n 
[~ (an,2n_i - an,2n_i ) 1  (i= n + 1 2n) 
These properties lead to the following efficient 
algorithm (Cooper [4], Clenshaw [3]) for producing 
a new polynomial approximation based on 2n + 1 
extrema cos (jTr/2n), (j = 0, 1 ..... 2n): 
(i) Calculate cos(j-k 21--)It/n, (j=O, 1 ..... ½n-l),  
using ff desired the stored values of cos (jTr/n), 
(j=0, 1 i ..... ~-n). 
(il) Evaluate £[cos~ (j + I )rr/n] and f[-cos (j+ ~-)'/r/n], 
(j =,0, 1, ..., -~n-1), and hence the n quantities 
f[COS (j+ 21--)~r/n] ~f[-cos(j + 1)~'/n]. 
(iii) Calculate an,i, (i= O, 1 ..... n-i) ,  from 
1_n_1 
2 2~ (j+ ½)Tr/n] an, i='-n- j=0 {f[cos 
(-1)if[-cos (j + 1) It/n] } cosi (j + I) 7r/n + 
(4) 
in preference to using the mathematically 
equivalent expression (2a). 
(iv) The new coefficients a2n ' i are then found 
from (3). 
If an appropriate rror estimate is acceptable, then 
the polynomial 
2n 
P2n(X) =1~0.= a2n ,iTi(x) (5) 
is taken as the required approximation, but otherwise 
n is doubled and the above stages repeated utilising 
only the coefficients a,, ; and, ffdesired, the points 
cos (j~r/n) from the pre~ious stage. Before carrying 
out the above process for the first time we may, for 
example, set n = 2 and 
cos (0) = 1, cos (~r/2) = 0, (6a) 
½If(1) + f(-l)] + f(0) (i = 0) 
| 
a2'i = t 2~f(1) - f(-1)] (i = 1) (6b) 
! 
½[f(1) + f(-1)] - f(0) ( i :  2). 
We now analyse the effects of any rounding errors 
which may occur in the above process, which will 
enable us to choose between alternative ways of 
implementing steps (i) and (iii). Note that we shall 
assume throughout that floating-point arithmetic 
with radix 2 is used, so that multiplication and divi- 
sion by integral powers of 2 are exact operations, 
and also that the square root routine returns the best 
possible result; obvious changes will be necessary in the 
error bounds ff these assumptions are invalid, 
3. EVALUATION OF POINTS 
Writing for convenience n = 2P at the pth stage, 
(j = 0,1 ..... 1n- l ) ,  required in step (i) can of course 
be found using a library routine for the sine or cosine, 
p 
and this would be the preferred method (assuming the 
routines are well-written) if the maximum possible 
accuracy is essential or storage is at a premium. Other- 
wise reasonably accurate values can be obtained with 
considerably ess computation by utilising the stored 
x(P) 2j=- cos (j zr/n) = x (P-1),j (j = 0, 1, .... ln) ,  values 
from the previous tage in the following way 
 Ip): ift + x p-'l: 
x(P) =rx(P)+x(P) i/2x(P)_[x(P -1) x(P-1)U2x(P) 
2 j+ l  " 2j 2j+2 ~ 1 -"  j + j+ l  J 1 
(j=l,2 ..... in . l ) .  
(8) 
This algorithm, ascribed to Hopgood and Litherland, 
was shown by Oliver [7] to be very nearly stable in 
that any rounding error induces propagated errors in 
subsequent s ages which are at worst only slightly 
greater than the original error in absolute value. 
In the present context, however, it would be useful to 
obtain a bound on the total relative rror ~/!P) in the 
computed value x~ p)- o£ any x~ p).- Considering 
2g 
first 
the calculation of x~ p)- in (7), suppose that the addition 
and the taking of the square root result in 
1 
x :  p)= {411+ xl(P-1) ] (1+ ~1)} 2 (1+ ~1)' (9) 
where the relative rounding errors ~1' ~1 are unknown, 
but bounded in magnitude by some constant e depend- 
ing on the number of binary digits used to represent 
the mantissas of floating-point numbers. Then by using 
(7) we readily obtain 
+ , 1-(p-1)x(P-1)/rx(P),2 0(e 2) 
p)= l h  + I i + 
(Io) 
so that 
~I .  1 , + 0 (e2) .  (ii) 
Thus we have a proof by induction that 
I~P)I'- g 2e+ 0(e 2) for allp. 
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Turning to the Hopgo0d and Litherland recursion 
(8), we may write for p ~ 2, 
{ x(P-1)+ x(P-1)l (i' 
x(f)+l= [ j ' j+ l "  
+ ~2j+l)/2x~ p) ) (i +[ij+l ) 
0 =1,2 .... ,~n-1)  (12) 
where ]~2j+l I , I~'~.j+ it < e, which leads to 
w(P) , _ ~P) 
2j+1 = f2 j+l  + ~'2j+l 
[..-(P-1)x(P-1) + #(P-l) x(P-1)]/2x(P)x(P) + 
"'j ] j+l j+l " 1 2j+1 
+ o (e2). ' (13) 
(p-z) 
Provided we assume that W i is bounded by some 
w(p-1) for all i= 1, 2 ..... --In, substitution in (13 7 
gives 2 
[~(2~)+1[< 4e+ #(P - l )+  O(e2) ( j= l ,2  ..... ~n-1). 
(14) 
that the values xtnU)='^  1 and x~°)='^ 0 used at the Noting 
J .  
first stage will be exact, and that a relative error of at 
e is introduced into x(. 1),- we thus have most proof a 
by induction that the totalirelative errors in the values 
produced at the pth stage, (p = 1, 2 . . . .  ), obey the 
following inequality, 
[n(P) [ 2j+l  <(4p-3)e+0(e2)  ( j= l ,2  ..... 1n- l ) .  
(15) 
Table 1 
Maximum and root mean square absolute rrors when 
evaluating cos (j + 1) zr/n for j = 0, 1 ..... ½n-1 
Best possible Hopgood and Pryce 
n Litherland 
Max. RMS Max. RMS Max. RMS 
4 0.20 0.18 0.20 0.18 0.20 0.18 
8 0.42 0.25 0.74 0.47 0.58 0.32 
16 0.38 0.22 1.23 0.59 0.62 0.33 
32 0.40 0.20 1.01 0.58 0.72 0.26 
64 0.39 0.18 1.25 0.52 0.87 0.29 
128 0.50 0.23 1.39 0.55 0.97 0.28 
256 0.50 0.24 1.49 0.58 0.62 0.28 
512 0.50 0.24 2.30 0.65 0.89 0.28 
1024 0.50 0.24 2.58 0.77 0.91 0.30 
2048 0.50 0.24 2.83 0.75 1.14 0.30 
Table 2 
Maximum and root mean square relative rrors when 
evaluating cos(j + 21---)zr/n for j=0,  1 . . . . .  in -  1 
n 
Best possible Hopgood and Pryce 
Litherland 
Max. RMS Max. R.MS Max. RaMS 
4 0.43 0.34 0.43 0.34 0.43 0.3.4 
8 0.76 0.42 1.04 0,69 1.04 0.55 
16 0.50 0.32 1.59 0.86 1.07 0.53 
32 0.62 0.38 1.79 0.95 1.39 0.53 
64 0.61 0.29 1.66 0.78 1.66 0.59 
128 0.87 0.39 2.33 0.88 1.77 0.58 
256 0.88 0.36 2.19 0.92 2.04 0.61 
512 0.95 0.38 2.73 1.00 2.60 0.64 
1024 0.93 0.38 3.53 1.18 3.47 0.66 
2048 0.98 0.38 3.89 1.16 3.60 0.66 
In practice, of course, the accuracy achieved with Hop- 
good and Litherland's algorithm is much greater than 
• this upper bound would suggest, and as illustration we 
show in Table 1 the maximum and the root-mean- 
square absoiute rrors present in the values of x (p) , 2j+1 
(j = 1, 2 . . . . .  1 n-l) ,  computed at the pth stage on a 
DEC system 10. Since the mantissas of floating-point 
numbers are stored to 27 binary places, we have scaled 
the tabulated errors by 227. For comparison we also 
give the corresponding e~rors in the "best possible" 
values on this machine, found by rounding the double- 
length values of x(27)+l- to single-length. Table 2 is 
similar, except hat it shows relative rather than absolute 
errors. 
Although the accuracy offered by Hopgood and Lither- 
land's algorithm wiU often be adequate, values more 
nearly approaching machine accuracy will be required 
on occasion, and a way of achieving this at the expense 
of some additional computatiofi has recently been 
suggested by Pryce [11]. Here x~ p)- is calculated as in 
(7), but then (8) is effectively used to produce an 
initial approximation z ~J (P '+ 1 for the Newton square- 
root algorithm : 
x(P-1) + x(P-1)]/2x(P) 
z(~)+l=[ j  ]+1 "" 1 
1 {z(P) +l[ l+x(P -1) l / z (P )  1 
x(Zj+l=2 - 2j+1 2j+l ~ 2j+1" 
= x(P) / 2x (p) 
x(:-)2j - 1 n -4 j -2  2j+ 1 
t (j= 1,2 ..... }n- l )  
(16a) 
(j= O, 1 .... ,¼n- l ) .  
(16b) 
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Pryce [11] proved that in a computer with radix 16 
the total absolute rror in any computed value is 
bounded by 12e, and a trivial modification to his 
analysis gives a corresponding bound of 10e for radix 
2 floating-point arithmetic. The numerical results for 
this algorithm in Tables 1 and 2 confirm, as expected, 
that the accuracy achieved in practice is even more 
satisfactory than this, lying between the maximum 
attainable and that of Hopgood and Litherland's 
algorithm. 
4. EVALUATION OF f(x) 
-oints x (P) have been found, the next Once the p 2j + 1 
x(P)  (i= 0, 1 ... . .  ~-n- 1). stage is to evaluate f(x) at ± 2j + 1' " 
The small errors discussed above in the abscissae will 
of course affect he function values, and further ound- 
ing errors may be introduced uring the process of 
evaluation, but the resulting errors will only be large 
multiples of e if f(x) is ill-conditioned with respect 
to the values of x involved, and this is a property of 
f(x) rather than the approximation method. A round- 
hag error will also be introduced in general when. , 
performing the addition and subtraction of  f[xL,P.{ 1] 
2j-,, 
and f [ -x  (p) ] but this is equivalent to a relative 
• 2 j+ l  ~, 
error of at most e in each function value, and so is of 
little consequence. 
We must, however, consider how these errors in £(x) 
affect he Chebyshev series coefficients and hence the 
f'mal polynomial approximation. As Salzer [12] points 
out, Lagrangian i terpolation based upon the points 
discussed here is already known to be computationally 
stable, as measured by the sum of the absolute values 
of the Lagrangian coefficients. The Lagrangian form 
of the polynomial pn(x) may be immediately derived 
from (1) and (2b), namely 
Pn(X) =~"j=0n [-n2 i=0~" cos (ij ¢r/n) cos i0] f(cos jlr/n) 
(17) 
where x= cos 0, and by simply bounding the cosines 
by unity, it is immediately obvious that an error in any 
function value will, at worst, produce an error in pn(X) 
of only twice the magnitude, and hence no serious 
instability will arise from this source. 
5. CLENSHAW'S ALGORITHM FOR THE COEF- 
FICIENTS 
The calculation of the coefficients an, i in stage (ill) 
of the algorithm isessentially a matter of summing n
series of the form 
m 
S =r=~oCr cos ( r+ I )0  (18)  
where m=ln  -1 and 0 = Dr/n, (i= 0, 1 ... . .  n- l ) ,  
since the multiplication by 2/n with n an integral 
power of 2 can be performed without error. This 
summation can be accompllshed in several different 
ways, but the most efficient seems to be a variant of 
Clenshaw's [1] algorithm suggested by Cooper [4] in 
which we take, in the usual way, u m + 1 = 0 and u m = c m 
and then calculate recursively 
Ur=2Ur+ lcos0-ur+ 2+c r ( r=m- l ,m-2  .... .  0). 
(19) 
Because r + -~has replaced the more usual r in the 
series (18), however, the final stage of the Clenshaw 
algorithm ust here be modified to 
S = (u 0 - Ul) cos -~0. (20) 
As a result, our previous analysis (0liver [8]) of the 
effects of rounding errors on the standard ClenshaW 
algorithm isnot immediately applicable, although the 
approach which follows is very similar. We assume 
that 2 cos 0 is known exactly (this point is taken up 
in section 7) and we denote by {R r } the sequence of 
values actually computed, and by {c r + a r } the set of 
coefficients in (18) that would have led to (fir) had 
exact arithmetic been used. Clearly ~m = 0, and 
fir = 2fir+lCOS 0 -f ir+2 + Cr + ar (r= m-1 ..... 0). 
(21) 
We shall suppose that the arithmetic operations in (19) 
take place in the sequence indicated by 
Ur = (2Ur+ 1 cos 0 + Cr)- Ur+ 2 ; (22) 
the analysis of other implementations is analogous to 
what follows, and yields Very similar, though slightly 
larger overall, error bounds. Then we may write 
[[ 2 r+1 cosO (1 + rr)+ cr] (1 + r'r)-u  + ~r = 
(23) 
where l~rl, It'rl, It;l < e. ~limination ofUr+ 2 between 
(21) and (23) gives ' 
s 
= ' + t")  + Cr~" r a r 2Ur+ 1 cosO (~r + ~"r + ~'r~'r ) + Ur~r/(1 -r, 
( r= 0 . . . . .  m- l )  (24) 
and use of the fact that 
m 
fir = s~r(Cs + as) sin (s-r+ 1)0/sin0 (r= 0 .... .  m) ; 
(25) 
with a m = 0 yields 
m 
. . . . .  r+112(1 ar= (~r+ ~r + ~r~r) Cr+ s~ +~r) (~r+~r 
+ ~r~'r) cot 0 sin (s-r)0 + -rU' sin (s-r + 1)O/sin0] (c s 
(26) 
Bounding the various terms in this equation, and defin- 
ing for convenience of notation 
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~:r(0) = 41cot 8 sin rSI + [sin. (r + 1)8/sin 81 
(r = 0 ... . .  m-l)  
¢(O) = max [~/r(87 ; r = 0 .... , m-l]  (27) 
K=l+e/2 ,  K l=( l+e)K ,  K 2=( l+e)3K  
we mayprove by induction that for r = 0,..., m- l ,  
2Ke ICrl + K2e s~mr + l[@s-r(O) + @(0) { [1 
+ Kle ~ (0)] s-r-1 -1)] iCs]. (28) 
Lastly, we must introduce arelative rounding error 
to cover the subtraction and multiplication i forming 
S in (20), and also any error present in the computed 
value of cos 10. If the latter error is bounded in 
magnitude by e, then we have t~}l < (1 + e) 3 - l=3K3e 
with K 3 ~ 1, while the factor 3K 3 can readily be 
adjusted if the cosine value is not so accurate. Hence, 
by the definition Of Sr, the total error in the computed 
value S of S obeys 
m-1 
(29) 
By using the bound (28) on l~rl we may show that 
m 
ts- - sl ~ e ~o Ps (o7 Icsl (3o7 
R ('0 
! i I i 
u'3 
Q. 
0 
where the error magnification factors ps(O) are given by 
Ps(0) = [3K3(1 + e) 2 + 2K] [cos (s+ 1)01 
+ (I + e)3K2 ~=I0 [@s_r(07 + q:(07 ([I 
+ Kle~/(0)]s-r-1 -1}] [cos (r+1)8[. (317 
Provided the machine accuracy parameter  is suffi- 
ciently small, we may ignore error terms of the 
second and higher order in (30), in which case the 
factors are simply 
s -1  
ps(O) = 5 Icos (s+ ½7oi + ~o[4[cos 0 sin (s-r)0l 
+ Isin(s-r+ 1)01] Icos(r+ ½)O/sinOl, (32) 
and note that these depend only on s and not on m. 
A study of ~: (0) shows that this negligibility assump- 
tion is not unreasonable in general, particularly for 
the restricted range of values of 0 for which we 
recommend below that Clenshaw's algorithm be 
applied. Note that we could if desired establish a
somewhat sharper bound on the term involving c m 
due to the lack of rounding error in the initialisation 
phase of the recursion (and the same applies to the 
analogous results in the next section), but for simplicity 
we have used the same expression for pro(0) as for the 
other factors. 
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Fig. 1. Variation with 0 of the error magnification factors ps(8) with s= 5, for the Clenshaw, Reinsch (0) and 
Reinsch (Iz) algorithms (denoted by C, R (0) and R (lr) respectively). 
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Fig. 2. Variation with 0 of P=!O), for s= 25. 
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Fig. 3.  Variation with 0 of Ps(0), for s = 12 5 (showing the upper envelope of the curves only). 
As an illustration of how the factors Ps(0) vary with 
0 in 0 g 0 < ¢r, figures 1-3 show these first-order ap- 
proximations (32) to Ps(0) for s= 5, 25,125 respec- 
tively (though only the upper envelopes of the curves 
are shown for s= 125 because the curves themselves 
oscillate at too high a frequency to be represented 
clearly). It is very evident that the effects of round- 
ing errors can be greatly magnified when 0 is near 0 
or zr, but that Clenshaw's algorithm isreasonably 
stable in this sense in the central part of the range, 
where the factors are no greater than about 2s. Each 
of the error terms in (30), except for s= m, can in 
theory be separately attained (to first order) for all 0 
ff the rounding errors ~r, ~r, ~r, (r = 0 ..... s), are each 
of magnitude e and of the appropriate sign. In practice, 
however, this is most unlikely to be the case and so 
the actual error IS--SI will usually be significantly 
less than is indicated by the bounds given here, and 
the same is true in the next section. 
6. REINSCH'S MODIFICATION 
In the hope of obtaining reater accuracy when 0 is 
near 0, we may apply the same modification to the 
algorithm (19), (20) as did Reinsch to Clenshaw's 
original algorithm (Gentleman [5])to give din=urn= Cm, 
dr= (c r -4Ur+ 1 sin 2 10) + dr+l] ( r=m_ 1 
Ur= d r + Ur+ 1 0) 
(33a) 
S = d o cos 10. (33b) 
As in the preceding analysis, we shall assume that the 
arithmetic operations in'the recursion are carried out 
in the sequence indicated by (33a), since the very 
similar error bounds which result for the other pos- 
sible implementations aresomewhat less satisfactory 
on balance. 
We again assume for the moment that the coefficient 
1.0  
in the recursion, here 4 sin 2 10, is known exactly, and 
we denote by {dr }, {u r} the computed values of {dr}, 
{Ur}. We also denote by (c r + 8r) the coefficients hat 
would produce the actual computed values of {d r} were 
exact arithmetic to be used, and by {u r} the values of 
{Ur} that would be produced at the same time. Then 
the (in general unequal) values u r and E r obey 
a-r + U;+l, :r= (:r + :r+l) ( 1+ 
(r = m-1 ..... 0) 
(34) 
where t~r[ < e, and a proof by induction gives 
m s-1 
: r  = (1 + gr) U'r + ~r+l [ t~r  (1 + ~t)]~sU's 
(r = 0 ..... m) 
(3s) 
with ~m = 0, since Um =Um Cm" 
Then defining the rounding errors introduced in (33a) 
by means of 
-dr = ~Cr - 4U-r+ 1 sin 2 (10)(1 + ~'r)] (1 + ~'r)+ ar + 1](1 + ~'r) 
(36) 
where I~rl, I~rl, I~r't ~ e, and substituting for.dr+ 1 
from 
~r = (Cr + ~r)- 4U'r+ 1 sin2 10 +' dr+ 1' (37) 
we obtain, for r= 0 . . . . .  m- l ,  
a r = CrY" ~ - 4 sin 2 ( !0) [ : r+ 1 (1 + ~r )(1 + ~"r) -Ur+ 1] 2 
,, 1- ~,,, + r~'r/(~'Sr) (38) 
with ~m = 0. Substitution for ~r+ 1, U'r+ 1 andd r 
using respectively (35), (25) and 
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m ½ 
ar=U;-Ur+,= rtCs+ s) costs-r+ )0/cos 0, 
(39) 
gives, analogously to (267 for the Clenshaw approach, 
- 1 1 ar=t~"r+~7+rr~7) Cr+ ~' [r;cos(s-r+~)O/cos~-O 
s=r+ 1 
- 2 (1 + ~'r) [ t 1 + ~'r) t i + ~'r) t i + ~r +1)"1] tan 10 sin( s-r) O 
s t-1 
g,  
-2(1+ ~r)(1 + ~'~)(1 "z  ~ • + ~'r)t = r+ 2[i=r + 1 (1 + ~1)] ~t 
tan ½0 sin ts-t + 1)0] tCs +~S )
( r = 0 ..... m-1)~40 ) "  
By proceeding in the same way as for the variant of 
Clenshaw's algorithm analysed in the previous ection, 
we could derive a rather similar bound on IS-St,  and 
then neglect he error terms of second and higher 
order under the assumption that the machine accuracy 
parameter  is sufficiently small. The resulting first- 
order bounds are unnecessarily large, however, essen- 
tially because by bounding [tr[ at this early stage no 
account can then be taken of possible cancellation 
between terms in the various 6r involving the same ft" 
To obtain a sharper bound on IS-Sh we separate out 
the first-order terms in 6r by writing (40) as 
m 
~r = (g'r + ~'r')Cr +s=r +~ LSrZ .  r " "  cos (s - r  + 1)0/cos 501 
about 0.305rr. The precise value chosen is not very 
important, since around this point the values of the 
factors Ps(0) for both Clenshaw's and Reinsch's 
method o not vary greatly with 0. To reduce round- 
hag error magnification, therefore, we recommend 
using Reinsch's algorithm (33) to calculate ~n, i when 
i < 0.305n. 
O.g  
0 .35  
• t O.a  • • 
0.2S  I I I I 
0 10 20 30 I;O 50 
S 
Fig. 4. Transition points/intervals (represented by
points/lines) for the Clenshaw and Reinsch 
tO) algorithms. 
Although this particular algorithm offers no improve- 
ment at the other end of the range near 0 = rr, there 
is a related version which does, namely din= urn= c m 
and 
d r = (c r + 4Ur+ 1 cos 210) -d r+ l l ( r=  
m-1 0) 
d u r = d r - Ur+ 1 (44a) 
S = (d0 - 2Ul) cos 2~0. (44b) 
For conciseness we shall refer to the two algorithms 
(33) and (44) as Keinsch (0) and Reinsch (rr) respec- 
tively. 
The analysis of the latter is precisely similar to that 
given above for Reinsch (0), and so we simply quote 
the end-result corresponding to (43), namely 
Po(O) = 5 Icos }01 and 
1 s'--1 1 sin (s-r)01 Ps(0) = 51cos (s + 5)0 + ~0 [[41 cos 50 
+ Isint~-r+ ½)ell Icos(r+ ½)01 
+ [sin (r +1)0 cos(s-r)01]/[sin -1201. (45) 
• S 
-2 tan 10 [(~r+~'r)sin (s-r)0 +t=r~ + l~t sm(s-t+l)0]]Cs 
+ 0 (e2). (41) 
Assuming as in our analysis of Clenshaw's algorithm 
above that the value used for cos 10 in the final stage 
(33b) is in error by at most e, g -  S is again given by 
(29), but with I~1 < 2Ke here. Hence, by substituting 
in (29) from (41) and re-arranging, we finally obtain a 
bound 
m 
IS-S{ < es~=OPs(O ) ICsl + 0 (e 2) (42) 
1 [ and where Po(O) = 4[cos 50 
s~l 14 isin 10 sin (s_r)0 t Ps(0)--4 ]cos (s+ 1)0] + r=0 
+ [cos(s-r+l)01l Icostr+½)OI 
+ Isin (r+ 1)0 sin(s-r)0 i /[cos 12-01. t43) 
Comparing the representative graphs of these factors, 
given in fgures 1-3, with those for Clenshaw's algorithm, 
we see that Reinsch's modification does indeed achieve 
greater accuracy near 0 = 0. Clearly, there is for each s 
a critical value, or in some cases an interval [0s, 0s], 
such that Reinsch's factor Ps(0) is the smaller for 
0 < 0 s and Clenshaw's for 0 > 0 s. Figure 4 gives these 
transition points or intervals, and while they do vary 
with s, a reasonable mean value would seem to be 
Figures 1-3 illustrate the fact that these first-order 
factors are indeed smaller than those for either 
Clenshaw or Reinsch (0) near 0 = rr.The transition 
points/intervals at which Reinsch (lr) becomes 
superior to Clenshaw as 0 increases are shown in 
figure 5, from which we deduce that a reasonable 
mean value would be about 0.7051r. Hence Reinsch (rr) 
would seem to be preferable to Clenshaw hen 
i/> 0.705 n. 
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Fig. 5. Transition points/intervals (represented by
points/lines) for the Clenshaw/Reinsch (zr) 
algorithms. 
7. EFFECT OF INEXACT RECURRENCE RELA- 
TIONS 
When analysing both Clenshaw's and Reinsch's 
algorithms we assumed for convenience that the 
coefficients in the recurrence r lations were known 
exactly, and so for completeness we must now 
investigate the effect of any inaccuracies in them. 
For Clenshaw, the relevant coefficient in the recur- 
sion (19) for an i is cos 0 = cos (izr/n), which is one 
of the interpolating points already determined to 
high accuracy as discussed in Section 3. Assuming a
relative rror 7 in this point, and neglecting second- 
order error terms, we see .that this is equivalent to an 
absolute rror - 7 cot 0 in g (with no error when 
0 = 0), and results in an incorrect value g of the series 
(187 where (to first order) 
m 
Ig- sl ~ 171~o o s (O)lcsl, 
Os(0): (s + ½)lcot 0 sin es + ½701. 
(46) 
Over the range 0.3051r < 0 < 0.7051r to which we have 
suggested Clenshaw's algorithm should be restricted, 
smaller than the the factors Os(0 ) are .+ corresponding 
factors Ps(0) in (32), and thus provided 171 is com- 
mensurate with e the errors induced by this source 
should not worsen the position significantly. 
In the case of the Reinsch (0) recursion (33a), let us 
assume a relative rror 71 in the computed value of 
sin }0 and a further elative rror 72 introduced in 
the operation of squaring. Then these are equivalent, 
to first order, to an error (271 + 72) tan }0 i'n 0 (except 
when 0 = 7r), and cause an error in g obeying 
m 
Ig-sl  < 1271 + 721s~ ° Os(O)lcsl, 
1 ½)oi. os(0 ) = (s+ })ltan ~0 sin (s+ 
(47a) 
Similarly, for Reinsch (zr) in which the potentially in- 
accurate coefficient in (44a) is cos2 }0, we find that 
Os(0) = (s + })]cot 2~a9 sin (s + })01. (47b) 
Hence, comparing Os(0 ) with the corresponding Ps(0) 
in (43) and (45), we fred again that when 0 lies in the 
intervals within which we are recommending these 
algorithms should be used, error propagation from this 
source is relatively unimportant. 
8. SPECIAL CASES 
Looking again at the calculation of the Chebyshev 
series coefficients an, i, (i = 0 ..... n - l ) ,  from (4) in 
the main algorithm, we see that When i= 0 the series 
is simply the sum of its coefficients. This could of 
course be implemented asa special case, but the 
Reinsch (0) algorithm (33) effectively simplifies to 
d m = c m , 
dr= c r + dr+ 1 (r= m-1 . . . . .  0) (48) 
with S = d 0, so that although some unnecessary arith- 
metic operations take place, these do not reduce the 
accuracy of the result. Consequently no harm is done 
if the Reinsch (0) algorithm is simply employed for 
a,, n instead of treating it as a special case• 
S~a[larly when i= n/2, and so 0 "= Ir/2, the Clenshaw 
algorithm (which we have deduced above should be 
employed when 0 is near ~r/2) reduces to the minimal 
form urn+ 1 = 0, u m = Cm, 
Ur= Cr-Ur+ 2 (r= m-1 ..... 0) 
S -- (u 0 - Ul) cos zr/4. (49) 
Thus once again no unnecessary loss of accuracy will 
occur if the calculation of an, n/2 is not treated asa 
special case, though it might be preferable to do-so on 
the grounds of efficiency• 
9, THE FINAL STAGE 
# 
100 .... 
60  
~0 
20 
'1 I t 
. °  
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° .  
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30 ~0 50 
Fig. 6. Maximum values over 0 g 0 g rt of Ps(0 ) for 
the hybrid algorithm• 
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Figure 6 shows, for each s = 0 . . . . .  50, the maximum 
value (obtained by sampling) OfPs(0 ) over 0 < 0 < zr 
when the appropriate one of the three algorithms i
used to sum the Chebyshev series (187 in each part 
of the range, and it is clear that these bounds are no 
greater than 25 + 5 (even alloWing for the fact that 
the actual maxima may be slightly larger than the 
sampled values indicate). By comparison, we note that 
if the series were simply summed term-by-term, start- 
ing with the highest-degree terms, then the correspond- 
hag bound on Ps(0) would be s + 3 provided all the 
cosine values were in error by at most e, but this 
greater accuracy is only obtained at the expense of 
greater computational complexity, as explained by 
Cooper [4]. If the coefficients an, i in (4) are evaluated 
by the hybrid Clenshaw/Reinsch approach, we deduce 
that the total error due to the summation algorithm 
is bounded by 
2e 12-1 + 57 [ ftcos 0 + 21__)Tr/n] n - - j=0  (2j 
+ (- 1)if[- cos (j + 21--77r/n] [ (50) 
with smaller bounds in the special cases of i= 0 and 
-ln. and such error levels are not unreasonably large. 
2 
Now we note from (3) that each1 newly-evaluated an, i, 
(i = 0 ..... n -  1), contributes ~'~n, i to both a2n ' i and 
a2n, 2n-i '  but to no other a2n,j, and also that each 
1 akn, i' (i= 0, 1 . . . . .  kn-1),  contributes ~akn ' i to both 
a2kn, i and a2kn, 2kn-i  (for any integer k > 2). Recall- 
ing also that 
kn 
Pkn(X) =j=Z 0 akn,j ~(x  7 and ITj(x)l < 1, (51) 
we see that an error of magnitude W introduced when 
evaluating any an, i will induce an error of at most ~7 
in any subsequent polynomial approximation Pkn(X), 
so that no magnification can occur. Any errors 
introduced by the arithmetic operations in (3) are 
of course of no significance. 
Since, furthermore, there is a high probability that 
the actual errors will be appreciably less than these 
bounds would indicate due to cancellation, we deduce 
that this polynomial approximation process is by no 
means as unstable as Singhal and Vlach [15] believed, 
provided it is implemented in the manner described 
here. 
10. RECOMMENDED ALGORITI-~I 
In the light of the foregoing discussion, we may now 
propose a particular version of the Chebyshev series 
algorithm which represents a reasonable compromise 
between stability and efficiency. The initial stage is as 
suggested in Section 2, namely 
x(0°) = 1, x~0)= 0, 
i[f(1) + f(-1)] + f(O) (i= O) 
a2, i =- I [f (i) - f (-17] (i = 1) (52) 
21-[£ (1) + £(-1)]- f(O) (i= 2) 
Thereafter we repeat he following process With 
p = 1, 2 . . . .  successively until some appropriate rror 
estimate is.acceptable - 
(i) Calculate x(p7 - 1)Ir/n . . . .  ~n-l / ,  2 j+ l -  cos (j + (j=0, 1,. , 
where n = 2 p. If maximum accuracy is required 
at the expense of additional computation then 
the cosine subroutine may be employed, provided 
it returns results correct o machine accuracy 
(which is not true of all software in current use 7. 
Otherwise the previously-calculated values 
x(PT_ x(P-17, (j = 0, 1 . . . . .  l n ) ,  may be used as 
2 j -  j 
follows : 1 
xlP)= {111+ x~P)]) ~ 
z(P) _ [x(P)_x(P) ] /2x~ P7 
2 j+1-  2j 2 j+2 J
x(P) =_Irz(P) ½(1+x(P ) ~/z(P) l 
2j+1 2 ~ 2j+1 + 4j+2'" 2j+1 ~ 
1 
~j = 1, 2 ..... ~n-1 
(53) 
(ii) 
(~i) 
x(P) /2x(P) 
Evaluate the n quantities f ix  (p) l + f [ -x  (p7 l L 2j+1 J- L 2j+1 ~, 
(j = 0, 1 .... , 21- n-17, for use only in the next stage. 
Calculate an, i, (i= 0, 1 .... n- l ) ,  by one of the 
following methods chosen according to the value 
of  i/n, in which m = ½n-1 and 
c (i) f i x  (p) 1 ~)+ j = ~ 2j+1" + ( -1) i f [ -x  1 ]. 
~P.)i]2, dm = (~) (a) ease l< 0.305n : C= 4Ix _ Um-C ,
d r [c (i) - =-  r CUr+l] + dr+l 'Ur=dr  + Ur+l 
(r=m-1 . . . .  ,07 (54) 
an, i = 2dox~P) / n 
taking account of the simplification when 
i = O, if desired. 
(b) Case 0.305n < i < 0.705 n : urn+ 1 = O, 
urn= c(~, 
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I 2  x(2~) (i< ½n) 
C= ]_2x(P ) ( i> ln) 
[ n-2i 
Ur= [CUr+ 1 + c~ i ) ] -u r+ 2 ( r=m-1  ..... O) 
"~n, i = 2(Uo-  Ul) X~ p) /n  
again taking account of  the simplification when 
i = ½n, if desired. 
(c) Casei>/O.705n:  C=4(x~ P))2, 
d m = u m = c(~,  
(55) 
d r = [.c~ i) + CUr+ l] -d r+ 1, Ur= dr -ur+ 1 
(r=m-1 ..... O) (56) 
an, i = 2(do - 2Ul) xlP)/n" 
(iv) Finally determine and store the Chebyshev series 
coefficients a2n ' i '  (i = 0, 1 . . . . .  2n), from 
1 
(an, i + an, i) (i= 0 ..... n - l )  
1 (i= n) (57) a2n,i = ~- an,n 
1-- (an,2n_i-an,2n_i) ( i=n+l  ..... 2n) 
11. CONCLUSION 
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